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into couplets, since the first two are sung, then the second with the
third, the third with the fourth, and so on. In Castilian pieces, or
original work formed on the Castilian model, the rule as to cadences
is ignored, and the verse is octosyllabic. There are, however, many
poems which chance to have a masculine assonance while the other
octosyllable is feminine. They include some of the most interesting
international pieces to be found in the Primaveray Flor de Romances
as well as in Catalonia, and their exact scansion has been a moot
point since the days of Wolf and Hofmann. The modern method
of making unequal lines equal in singing is to lengthen the accented
syllable over two notes (as 'Gibraltaar); the older method, attested
in manuscripts of the Castilian epics, was to add a 'paragogic e>
(as 'Gibraltare'), and this would serve for the ballads in the
Primavera. On consulting the music, however, we find that some
of them were intended to be sung as syllabically unequal; that is
to say in a manner foreign to Castile.1 This circumstance, which
should be further investigated, stresses the role of Catalonia in the
transmission of foreign material to Castile, not merely from
France, but also directly from Italy, and perhaps from yet farther
afield.
1 Pelay Briz, Cansons de la Terra, Barcelona, 1866, I, p. 105, shows this
difference of cadence in the music of The Students of Toulouse, which is certainly
French:
i flat 34 U8: ^ld.xdelf(.e}d.  aald..cdelc.r &c.
Salinas (1577) has a very simple time for the Castilian Rosafresca with the same
peculiarity:
68 U8: eeld.ef.eld.ee   eejd.ef.eld.x
From present-day tradition in Andalusia, E. Tomer collected a setting of the
same kind for The Gentle Lady (Folklore y Costumbres, Barcelona, 1931, ii,
p. 29):
_34U8: e/aag/a.g/ag   a/bcb/a.g/(fgf)e./er &c.
These lines are made equal not by the use of a paragogic e, but by the musical
rest.

